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Account-based marketing (ABM) is a targeted

approach to B2B enterprise marketing that involves

zooming in on key accounts, creating hyper-targeted

campaigns. 

 

ABM treats your targets as humans, and is a must.

WHAT?



OK I'M LISTENING.
 
TELL ME WHAT I
NEED TO KNOW.
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Yes you read that right. 

 

Research shows that 80% of B2B marketers

see higher average deal sizes on their ABM

accounts when compared with their regular

(non-ABM) accounts.

ABM
INCREASES
YOUR AVERAGE
DEAL SIZE
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1.



Customer retention is critically important to a

business's growth, and while departments like

customer service might be at the forefront,

ABM helps your marketing and sales teams

become an equal part of it.

 

Think end of year contract renewal, people...

ABM
STRENGTHENS
CLIENT
RELATIONSHIPS
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2.



Tensions between marketing and sales teams

is nothing new - sales need leads, marketing

needs insight and access to customers. 

 

But with ABM, both teams are naturally

aligned - marketing gets to know exactly who

they're marketing to, and sales get their leads.

ABM
STRENGTHENS
TEAM
ALIGNMENT
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56% businesses see an increase in ‘best fit’ customer base

53% have been able to build strong relationships with top

tier clients

53% generated higher quality opportunities

52% delivered higher ROI

35% saw better alignment between the sales and

marketing departments

35% were able to accelerate their sales pipelines

BONUS STATS

Sta t i s t i c s :  ht tps : / /www . i nbox ins ight .com /5 -account -based -market ing - f ac t s -eve ry -b2b -markete r - shou ld -memor i se /



WANT TO KNOW HOW
YOU CAN GET STARTED
WITH ABM?
 
LET'S HAVE A CHAT.

07411940498

holly@burgeinc.com
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